
PART #2230
05-08 MUSTANG PEDESTAL WING

    Notice: Pre-fit before painting. Install new, unpainted parts according to    
               these instructions. Then remove parts, paint them and re-install. Painted or 
    Altered Parts are Non-Refundable.

                                  DO NOT fill in vent holes on the underside of the wing.
    DO NOT blow air into vent holes, it will damage the part.
                The flat washers MUST be used in conjunction with the bolts when attaching the 
    wing.  This pedestal wing can be installed by itself as a factory replacement   

              wing or along with part # 4325 rear extensions. 

Installation as a factory replacement wing: Remove the factory wing. Assemble the pedestals onto the wing as shown in fi g. A. 
Mount the wing along with the pedestal gaskets to the trunk with one bolt in each side. (thread the bolt through the rear hole of the trunk and into the 
rear thread of the pedestal). Tape the gasket to the trunk as shown in fi g. B, then remove the bolts and the wing from the trunk. This gasket is now your 
template for drilling the other hole for mounting the wing as shown in fi g. C. Once the hole has been drilled install the wing with the bolts and washers 
to the trunk.
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    Do not use this hole in gasket

 Fig. A  Fig. B

 Fig. C

Line up the hole in the gasket with the Rear factory hole

    Drill new hole



 QTY                       DESCRIPTION                           HARDWARE #
   2      PEDESTALS W/GASKET & HARDWARE PACKET     D1ZZ6344210HD
   4                              HEX BOLTS                                   13003  
   4                          WASHERS                                    33004
   

PART #2230

Installation along with part # 4325 rear extensions: Remove the factory wing. Assemble the pedestals onto the 
wing as shown in fi g. A. Mount the wing along with the pedestal gaskets to the trunk with one bolt in each side. (thread the 
bolt through the front hole of the trunk and into the rear thread of the pedestal).Tape the gasket to the trunk as shown in fi g. 
B, then remove the bolts and the wing from the trunk. This gasket is now your template for drilling the other hole for mounting 
the wing as shown in fi g. D. Use the long studs to mount the wing in the new drilled holes.

 Fig. A  Fig. B

 Fig. D

    Do not use this hole in gasket

Line up the hole in the gasket with the Front factory hole

    Drill new hole

    Rear factory hole
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